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Spendor speakers sp3/1

Power amp Ã¨ a recently served NAP200, led by an Atom. They are very well made. I broke my main rule of buying only used and buying a new Aria. When they arrived they sounded closed, dark and very sparkless. I have some alternative jumpers I can come in as a startÂ THANKS again I'm sorry Â Â publish often and I don't know what the story is of
your current speaker or your speakersÂ I would never discuss with someone who described the Spendor Classic line as educated in the high end especially compared to KEF LS50, AE1Ã ÷ Â Âs, Totem Model 1Ã    Âs. I really think if you have to post here asking - your answer¨ giÃ known. Âli  since I bought new in 1995. Its strangers you must be
more wary of. Thanks Paul If the spark is not there¨, the spark is not there¨. You must be brutally objective. .sjb I agree with the above, but I would add that I would not recommend doing business (buying things) with a friend. A friend lent me his Spendor SP3/1 with a purchase option. I am currently using an Audiosector CD transport, Naim nDac
and a bunch of different cables including NACA5. Never heard of Spendor not being a rock speaker as typically defined as a loudspeaker for the music lover even though my music diet was 90% rock I could look towards some JBLÃ Âs to run with my Nait 1Ã Cant remember if the original 3/1 were SÃ in fiber, they have two sets of terminals that are
very useful. You can't remember if the original 3/1 were fiber but immediately replaced with some K20 jumpers and based on the positive change sprayed on a Furutech Jumperflux. My friend runs a business high-end audio and has no problem trying the equipment without any obligation. Not 10% happy. I listen to a lot of rock. 2 Mi agree, and  there 
be a problem. I have bought some brilliant equipment at fair prices from friends over the years. C. I fully appreciate this That’s not what you’re asking, but I wonder if you’d find the sparkle if the Spendors were on the end of NDX2, NAC202, NAPSC, NAP200. Mine have been used every day since I bought them (and they’re still used for several hours
a day), but they haven’t been serviced and a technician last year said they don’t need them yet. I find a number of Spendors have fun with a powerful and fruity amplifier to bring them to life, as I have done with my 3/5 with a 180 for many years with great effect. Give them back to your friend, thank them kindly and find something with the
presentation you are looking for. Is there any experience in the group of these and any way to put some sparkle back? 1 As I feared enough that would be the case, but it is worth asking. I recently returned to the Spendor SP 3/1 R2 looking for partners for my Croft separatis that replaced Naim Olive 72/Hicap/140. The specs would indicate that 3/5
and 3/1 would be in the same field for overall efficiency, but that was not my experience as a 3/1 crave current. Like the wise Ive sold to friends who were more than happy. Last year I bought completely different speakers and asked for them with a whole system and finally got the dynamic range I’ve always wanted. For your kind of music they are
probably not your kind of speakers. I could say the Crofts didn’t own the Spendors and they managed to get a Belle Aria from an acquaintance and they definitely owned the Spendors. If you want a great driving rock, I would say the SP3/1s can be improved. His first days, tomorrow I might feel differently but we’ll see! Just don’t convince you you like
them just because they’re a friend’s. Based on my experience with the jumper upgrade, it would seem to indicate The crossover is the power sink. I have a pair of Spendor SP3/1 speakers. He’s come a long way to get rid of the dark and closed character. When I tried them (like a (Old of one year), I wanted them above all for acoustic music, acoustic
folk, country, blues, etc. My musical diet includes a range of music, but among the essential elements there is Richard Thompson, Wilco, Patti Smith and company so that they would remain if â â ™ Rockâ € ™. They were then sublime. Â € ™ m a fanboy spendor as they owned 3 / 5Ã ¢ â € ™ s, 2 / 3es and sa1 but the 3/1 were much more difficult to
drive than any other spendor Ã ¢ â € â € œ1. If â € ™ enough cheap just give it away, if â € more expensiveâ ™ sell it to / buy it from a stranger where one of you will be happy to curse the other if somethingâ € ™ s amiss. Bass is very articulated and accurate but certainly lacks OOMPH. Does it surely need to be brutally subjective? Â € ™ really
adorable, the only criticism is that the roller drums â € ™ t click, the dynamics are a bit soft and the dishes are not but apart from that they are superb. Acoustic guitar, voices that are fabulous. I like 90% of what my speakers in charge are Kralk Audio BC30 / 2 with PAW support. RockÃ ¢ â € no 2 I like an expensive solution would be to keep the BBC
speakers and add some real JBL monitors in standby when requesting a time of orecchion. From my experience this particular spendor needed more TLC than the other models owned, but they are by far the best of the group. I would be surprised if the 200 would not satisfy the minimum power requirement for a 3/1 having possessed an 180 for many
years, but the air is the epitome of the fist of iron in a velvet glove. INTENTAL OR NO. Pauljdh: I like 90% of what they do to me that would mean Ã ¢ â € â € œI like I don't like it Ã ¢ â €. Ã ¢ â € â € â € â € â € â € â € and keep them away from high mass stand as a target rÃ ¢ mÃ ¢ s like suck the life out of sound due to the design loss cabinetsÃ ¢ â.
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